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1) What is the one policy issue or area that you are most passionate about?

As commanding general of the Arizona National Guard, I spent time mobilizing resources and

surging our National Guard to secure our Southern border. On January 21st, 2021, President

Biden zeroed out funding for our national guard troops mobilized in support of border patrol.

Border security is human security in Arizona, and President Biden and Democrats like Mark

Kelly have left our Southern border wide open, allowing drugs, criminals, and human traffickers

to flow directly into the state. Biden’s policies leave our communities at risk and use up local

resources for what is unquestionably a federal responsibility. Having seen the disastrous effects

of Biden’s policies firsthand, my first priority as U.S. Senator will be to secure our Southern

border, in part by fighting to restore this funding.

2) Which organizations or leaders do you consult with for advice on policy? Are

there any whose views particularly align with yours?

Over the course of my campaign, I’ve traveled across the state meeting with voters, local leaders

and stakeholders in every county in the state to learn about their concerns and priorities,

because there is no substitute for their knowledge about the issues they face every day. Arizona

is a geographically diverse state and the issues important in one part of the state are distinct

from priorities in other parts. I’ve also spent a lot of time speaking with current and former

Arizona legislators about issues specific to their districts. At times, I’ve sought direct advice from

other retired general officers and former adjutants general with whom I served during my time

as Adjutant General of Arizona.

I have a strong respect for Senator Tom Cotton, because of his strong understanding of our

nation’s laws and the work he does to promote a foreign policy that advances American interests

and exceptionalism.



3) Recent statistics from the FBI indicate that Jews are the victims of more than

half of all religiously motivated hate crimes in the U.S. This uptick in antisemitism

coincides with a robust debate about the role of policing in American society, with

some arguing for abolishing or defunding the police, while others advocate for

limited reforms or preserving the status quo. What is your position on police

reform and — in light of that — how do you believe the government should address

violent antisemitism?

When discussing police reform, public safety must come first. Every reform must first preserve

our ability to enforce the rule of law and keep our citizens safe. Democrats have completely

ignored public safety and pursued an anti-cop crusade that is destroying cities across the

country. Crime rates are up in Democrat-controlled jurisdictions, and I will not let that happen

in Arizona.

We have members of Congress urging the boycott of the only Jewish state and questioning its

right to exist while also spreading antisemitic tropes. State and local officials, like Bill de Blasio,

openly targeted faithful Jewish communities for continuing to practice their religion during a

pandemic. Coupled with Democrats’ attempts to undermine police and leftist District Attorneys’

refusal to prosecute habitual offenders and entire categories of criminal offenses, it was

unfortunately inevitable that these attacks from elected officials would escalate into violent

crimes. This sends a clear message to antisemites that they can attack innocent people and get

away with it. This must end. Antisemitism has no place in our society and no place in our

politics, regardless of which party the person belongs to. I will confront any politician, in any

party, that traffics in antisemitism and demand accountability from leadership. We must also

ensure those who perpetrate hate crimes are prosecuted to the fullest extent of the law.

4) Do you believe that Israel’s role and location in the Middle East is a strategic

asset to the United States? Why or why not.

Israel is our strongest ally in the Middle East and one of our greatest allies across the globe. Our

strategic partnership with Israel is a key component of U.S. foreign policy. Israel is an

unmatched resource for intelligence sharing and military capability, which is vital for

combatting hostile powers. Israel’s commitment to security and peace is absolutely necessary to

bring long-term stability to the entire Middle East.

During “Operation Desert Storm,” I served as a fighter pilot. In that struggle to liberate Kuwait,

my fellow pilots and I were able to focus on the Kuwait front because we knew the Israeli Air

Force had our backs in the west. Their vigilance made the Allies work safer and more effective in

Kuwait. I am forever affected by their bravery and fortitude and will never forget the words I



heard from a fellow Israeli pilot a few years ago about the vital nature of our commitment to a

free world and our common interests in fighting against those forces threatening that freedom. I

am grateful for our Allies, but I hold a special place in my heart for the Israeli military who sets

the standard for devotion to duty in the face of adversity. My commitment to Israel’s safety and

security is ironclad.

5) On September 23, 2021, the United States House of Representatives voted

420-9, with two members voting present, to provide $1 billion to Israel to

replenish the Iron Dome missile defense system. If you were in Congress, how

would you have voted and why?

Israel’s right to defend its border and citizens is inalienable. Its security is also crucial for the

stability of the region. The Iron Dome is an important part of this protection. I would have voted

in favor of the resolution and worked with other representatives to ensure that Iron Dome

system is funded in perpetuity.

6) Should the U.S. increase, maintain or decrease the amount of foreign aid to

Israel and other countries in the Middle East? Should the U.S. condition its foreign

aid based on specific results?

We need an overhaul of our foreign aid system. Our country is currently $30 trillion in debt, yet

we send billions of dollars in “aid” to countries that run counter to our interests and values in

the region. Much of this money eventually flows to hostile powers and terrorists that attack our

allies. Our foreign aid budget must prioritize support for allies like Israel and countries that

represent a strategic partnership and commitment to our long-term goals in the region. We also

need accountability for any aid provided to ensure we are not indirectly funding hostile

activities.

7) What is your view of the Abraham Accords, which has brought Arab countries

including the United Arab Emirates, Bahrain, Morocco and Sudan into a warm

peace with Israel? Do you believe there will be more peace in the Middle East? If

so, what will it take?

The Abraham Accords are one of the greatest foreign policy accomplishments in decades, and

they are a result of strong Republican leadership. There will only be peace in the Middle East

when we begin to acknowledge that the region has changed and countries that were once foes

may represent new opportunities for peace, like those involved in the Abraham Accords. The

Iranian regime is a threat to the entire region, and the Iranians continue to support terrorist

attacks in Israel and other countries. Until we isolate the Iranian regime and stop giving away



leverage to get them to the table on a bad nuclear deal, peace won’t be possible in the Middle

East.

8) Do you support a two-state solution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict?

I do not support a two-state solution. The PNA has repeatedly negotiated in bad faith, affirmed

their commitment to the destruction of Israel, and supported terrorist actions against innocent

people. I do not believe the Palestinian National Authority wants such a solution. There can be

no two-state solution when one state remains committed to conflict.

If Israel decides to pursue a two-state solution, they must remain free to negotiate without any

international pressure. In the absence of a two-state solution, Israel must be free to defend its

territory, its citizens, and its settlements without risk of retaliation. That includes Israel’s right

to annex land needed for its own security, or for the protection of its citizens.

9) Do you support or oppose a return to the 2015 nuclear deal with Iran? In your

view, what is the role of “leverage” in these negotiations and is the U.S. using its

leverage effectively?

I opposed the Iran Deal at the time it was negotiated because it was clear that Iran would still be

able to pursue a nuclear weapon under the terms of the deal. President Obama gave Iran billions

of dollars in cash in return for nothing. The sanctions placed on the Iranian regime were clearly

not strong enough to prevent them from continuing development of nuclear weapons. The U.S.

should immediately isolate the Iranian regime with stronger sanctions and pressure our allies in

the Middle East and around the globe to do the same.

If sanctions fail to prevent Iran developing a nuclear weapon, the United States must not

interfere in Israel taking steps to defend itself against the existential threat that Iran represents,

including an Israeli first strike to defend itself.

Highlight the one answer you agree with most

10) Government entities should not have to do business with entities that engage in

immoral practices or espouse values that are inconsistent with society’s

Strongly agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree | Other



11) I support public efforts to divest from companies that engage in BDS

Strongly agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree | Other

12) Anti-Zionism is a form of antisemitism

Strongly agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree | Other

13) The United States should use all means available to prevent Iran from

obtaining a nuclear weapon

Strongly agree | Agree | Neutral | Disagree | Strongly Disagree | Other


